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Abstract. Automatic detection of work-related stress has attracted an increasing
amount of attention from researchers from various disciplines and industries.
An experiment is discussed in this paper that was designed to evaluate the
efficacy of multimodal sensor measures that have often been used but not yet
been systematically tested and compared with each other in previous work, such
as pressure distribution sensor, physiological sensors, and an eye tracker. We
used the Stroop test and information pick up task as the stressors. In the subject
independent case in particular, signals from the combined (chair and floor)
pressure distribution sensors, which we consider the most feasible sensors in the
office environment, resulted in higher recognition accuracy rates than the
physiological or eye tracker signals for the two stressors.
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Introduction

Stress is the wear and tear that our minds and bodies experience as we attempt to cope
with our continually changing environment. In particular, stress at work can be very
expensive. It is identified as the second most frequently reported work-related health
problem in the world and believed to be the cause of more than half of all lost
working days.
The demands to office workers are sometimes too high and when they feel that
they cannot handle all of the demands based on their capabilities, they become
stressed [1]. However, if they have enough time to recover from their stressed state,
they will less likely incur mental illness. So, it would be beneficial if the emotional
states of office workers could constantly be monitored in order to detect their levels of
stress, since this would make workers aware of their stress level and encourage them
to have recovery time. Moreover, this would assist their employers in preventing them
from demanding too much of them. For this purpose, the most important point is the
feasibility of implementing a stress recognition system in the office environment.
Sometimes stress recognition means to differentiate between ‘stressed’ and
‘relaxed’ state, but office workers are normally concentrating on their work, and thus,

are neither relaxed nor stressed. In other words, this is the state that people are in
while doing a task without any stressors. So, we should add a new state, so-called
‘concentrated’ state, and be able to recognize between three states, which are
‘relaxed’, ‘concentrated’, and ‘stressed’. If we are able to differentiate between these
three states, we make an important step forward towards the automated recognition of
stress states in daily work.
There have been various modalities that were proposed for stress recognition,
including facial expression, speech expression (prosody), physiological signals, eye
movements, and postures. Among them, using postures is significantly advantageous
for long term daily use, especially in an office environment. First, they can be sensed
non-intrusively [2] and unobtrusively, unlike physiological signals, which means the
sensors themselves never make people stressed. Second, they can be sensed all the
time while people are at work, unlike speech or eye movements. Most eye movement
sensors can only detect eye gaze points which are inside the display. Third, postures
can be analyzed at a relatively coarse level, in comparison to facial or speech
expressions, which means they offer substantial benefits in terms of simplicity [2].
Pressure distribution sensor mats have garnered a lot of attention as sensor devices
suitable for posture detection in office environments. They have also been tested as
sensors for recognizing stress or emotions in publications [4], [7].
Stress and emotions are theoretically related to activities of the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) [3]. ANS activities are largely involuntary and generally cannot be
easily triggered by any conscious or intentional control. Therefore, physiological
signals, which are the results of these ANS activities [3], are considered as reliable
signals of stress and emotional activities. The same thing can also be said for some
specific eye movements, such as fixation or saccades.
These three modalities are respectively interesting for long-term stress monitoring,
in different reasons. These modalities have been used in previous work, but not yet
been systematically tested and compared with each other. It is beneficial to know
which modality or which combination of modalities is the best solution.
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Related Work

In this chapter, we briefly review previous related work in terms of an argument about
the stress states to be classified, stress stimuli, and the sensor modalities used for
automatic detection.
Stress stimuli. A Stroop test, especially a computer-based one, has been evaluated as
an effective stressor in previous work on automatic stress recognition [5], [6]. There
are two Stroop test versions, ‘congruent’ and ‘incongruent’. In the congruent test, a
screen containing a color name like “yellow” which is inked in the same color is
shown to the participant. In the incongruent test, a color name is also shown to the
participant, but in this case it is inked in a different color. For example the name of
the color is “green” but it is inked “red”. In both tests, the participant should answer
with the name of the color the word is inked with. In the incongruent test, she/he
should answer with a different word than she/he is looking at. This leads to stress
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resulting only out of the conflict between the recognition of the word and the color,
and thus, does not depend on the participant’s ability like it would be the case if
calculations are used, so all participants should be stressed at a nearly equal level.
More natural-like tasks that mimic typical office work have been used as mental
stressors. For example, text transcriptions, information pick up tasks, and expressive
writings were designed as mental stressors in [8]. The office work stressors are more
appropriately being evoked in these tasks. For these tasks, the stressors are also
designed to be typical for office work, such as time pressure and interruptions (by
phone calls or E-mails). These stressors force mental workloads on the participant.
One research [9] classified the workload factors that are common in many kinds of
work into [10] classes, and showed that the most important factor is time pressure.
Relaxing videos are typically used for inducing a relaxed state [8].
Modalities. Several studies showed that pressure distribution sensors are an effective
modality for recognizing stress by recognizing the participant’s posture [4], [7].
Typically, the pressure distribution on a person’s seat is sensed, and then the postures
are recognized from the sensor data. Finally, the emotional and stress states can be
determined using these recognized postures. Nevertheless, recent research has shown
that the pressure distribution data itself can be used to recognize stress, without
needing to first recognize the postures [4]. Furthermore, floor pressure distribution
can be used for emotion recognition [10]. Peripheral physiological signals [11], [12]
have been proven to be effective stress or emotion recognition modalities. Electro
dermal activity (EDA) is one of the most effective signals from among the
physiological signals used for stress or emotion recognition [12]. Blood volume
pressure (BVP) and heart rate (HR) are also preferred as stress or emotion recognition
features [13]. Involuntary eye movements, like saccades or fixations have also been
investigated and shown to reflect the activities of the central nervous system, and are
related to stress and emotions [14]. So, eye movement signals, which can be tracked
by eye tracker sensors, can also be added as an effective modality for stress
recognition.
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Experimental Conditions

Stress Stimuli. We used the Stroop test and the information pick up task as the stress
stimuli. For the Stroop test, a congruent test is used for the concentrated state and an
incongruent one is used for the stressed state. The only difference between them is
whether there is a mismatch between the color and the word. There are six colors to
select. The time limit for an answer is three seconds and the whole duration of each
test is three minutes (Figure 1).
The participant reads an HTML page with around 900 words for the information
pick up task. The participants are instructed to pick up 10 pieces of information from
that page. There are two conditions. First is to induce a stressed state using a 3-minute
time limit as time pressure, emphasized by a timer shown on the display. The second
task is for the concentrated state without stressors.
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Figure 1 Congruent (left) and Incongruent (right) Stroop Tests.

Sensors. Our setup includes three pressure distribution sensors (on the floor and on
the seat and backrest of a chair), an eye tracker sensor, and a physiological sensor. We
used SensingTex [15] sensors for the pressure distribution sensors. The seat and
backrest chair sensors have a 4.5-cm resolution with 8 x 8 pressure detection cells,
and the floor mat sensor is a 16 x 14 cells’ sensor. The sampling rate for all of these
SensingTex sensors was set to 20 Hz. With these three pressure sensors (chair seat,
chair backrest and floor), we are able to monitor the whole body movement of a
person in a sitting posture. Making these three sensors coalesce with other modalities
is, at least in our knowledge, the first attempt. We selected the IOM [16] sensor for
the physiological data. The sampling rate was 27 Hz. This sensor delivers BVP and
EDA data. We can also obtain HR from the BVP signal by using signal processing.
We used the Eye Tribe [17] as stationary eye tracker. Its sampling rate is 30 Hz. The
setup of these sensors and photographs of the setup are shown in Figure 2. The Social
Signal Interpretation (SSI) framework was used for the synchronized recording of
these multimodal sensor data [18].

Figure 2 Sensors used in our study (left), and photographs of set-up (center) and a
participant doing task in set-up (right).

Participants. Ten healthy volunteers participated in our experiment. There were two
women and eight men with an average age of 31 years. All of them were right handed
and used the right hand to operate the computer mouse.
Experimental Procedure. We divided the participants into two groups, and set
different schedules for each. Before the experiment, the participant was informed
orally and through a document about the purpose of the experiment and the procedure
that should be regarded. Then, each of them was connected to the physiological
sensors. The eye tracker calibration also took place at this time. After that, each
participant answered the first questionnaire. The questionnaire included the age,
gender, dominant hand, and the hand she/he usually uses to operate a computer mouse.
Afterwards, the participant shortly practices the congruent and incongruent Stroop
tests to make sure they are understood correctly. Finally the experiment starts.
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Figure 3 Time schedule for two groups. INC stands for the incongruent Stroop test, CON
for the congruent Stroop test, TP for the information task with time pressure, and No TP
for the information task without time pressure.

We begin with a 5 minute relaxation session to relax the participant and to record
the data of the relaxed state of the participant. During this session a video of
landscapes accompanied with chill out music is shown. Then, a NASA TLX (Task
Load Index) questionnaire [9] follows. The questionnaire consists out of six questions,
asking their level of mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
performance, effort, and frustration. We omitted asking the physical demand among
these questions, because our purpose is to recognize the stress of office workers, who
generally do not do physically demanding work.
The session with the Stroop tests begins after the questionnaire. For the first group,
the incongruent test begins first, followed by the congruent test. For the second group
the order is reversed, and then a 2 minute relaxation video is shown followed by a
NASA TLX questionnaire.
Then, the information tasks begin. A NASA TLX questionnaire follows each task.
For the first group, the task with time pressure was done first. The second group starts
with the task without time pressure. The 2 minute relaxation video follows after the
proceeding one. Ten pieces of information have to be gathered from around 900
words of text during the information pick up task. The text’s context is related to fruit.
The texts consisted out of adapted Wikipedia articles and were written in the mother
tongue of the participants. The number of words was decided based on the known fact
that the average reading speed is around 200 to 300 words per minute [19]. So 3
minutes is barely enough time for average readers.
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Analysis

As we previously discussed, we used pressure distribution sensors, the eye tracker and
physiological sensors. We calculated the features explained below within the time
duration of 10 seconds, which we define as our event duration. Since we set the time
duration of each stimulus (Stroop tests and information task) to 3 minutes or 180
seconds, we received 18 events for each stimulus.
Pressure Sensor. For the pressure distribution sensors, we focused on detecting the
“Center of Pressure” or the weighted average point of distributed pressure loads for
these sensors’ two-dimensional coordinates. The two dimensions are AP
(anterior-posterior) and LR (left-right). We used the euclidean distance (ED) to
introduce a combined feature. Additionally we included the total intensity (TI) of each
pressure distribution sensor mat. We calculated the statistical features and frequency
features for these four values. The statistical features are the average, standard
deviation, first and second difference, and the normalized first and second difference
[20]. The frequency features are several body sway frequency bands that were
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reported to be related with stress or emotions: 0.10.7 Hz, 0.71.3 Hz [21], and
3.58.0 Hz [22]. The experiments reported on in these literatures were conducted with
the participants standing, but these characteristic frequency bands depend on the time
duration of the internal neural control system [21], so we also decided to use these
frequency features. We also added the 1.33.5 Hz frequency band, which is in
between the above bands, to see if there would be some relationship between the
stress and this adjoining band.
Physiological Sensor. We calculated six statistical values (averages, standard
deviations, first and second differences, and normalized first and second differences)
[20] and the peak response time, peak amplitude, and energy [25] for EDA. We used
the mean amplitude, skewness, and kurtosis [26] and the six statistical values of the
signal for the blood volume pulse (BVP). Finally, we calculated the RMSSD [27],
very low (0.050.15 Hz) and low (0.150.4 Hz) frequency bands and their ratio
(low/very low), and the six statistical values for HR.
Eye Tracker Sensor. We calculated blinks, fixations, saccades, and scans [23], [24]
from the eye tracker signals. We obtained the time duration, space distance (excluding
blinks), and the number of occurrence of these four eye states, and calculated the
maximum, mean, and summation values for these time durations and space distances
as our features.
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Classification

Feature Selection. We first try to select the features for each modality that we use,
which are EDA, BVP, HR, floor, backrest, and the seat pressure distributions, and the
eye tracker. We also set the physiological combined modality, which is the
combination of EDA, BVP, HR, and the pressure distribution combined modality,
which is the combination of the floor, backrest, and seat pressure distributions. We
used sequential backward selection (SBS) as the method for the feature selections.
The criterion for the SBS was pLDA.
Modality Level Classification. After selecting the features of each modality, we
calculated the recognition accuracy rate of each modality for each state, using pLDA
(pseudo LDA). We call the classification result of each modality for each state a
‘decision’. Along with these modality decisions, we have also calculated the
classification accuracy rate using all the modalities as a reference.
Decision Level Classification. The decision level classification [28] refers to the
classification by combining the ‘decisions’ from multiple modalities. We used the
recognition accuracy information for each state using the features of each modality
first, and then, multiplied the accuracy rates as the weights of each decision for each
modality. When the prediction accuracy for state j using the features extracted from
modality i is defined as Pij, and the ‘decision’ for state j using modality i is defined as
Xij, then the weight decision for state j can be expressed as Xj in equation (1).
ܺ=

∑ು
ೕ
ೕ
∑ು
ೕ
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.

(1)

These weighted decisions for each state can be the features, and we made use of
these ‘decision level’ features to train the classifiers. We used five classifiers in this
‘decision level classification’ phase, which are kNN (k=1), pLDA, Linear SVM, RBF
kernel SVM, and Fuzzy Logic.
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Results

Modality Level Classification. We used pLDA to calculate the classification
accuracy rates for each state. The results are listed in Table 2. Recall rates are shown
in the table as accuracy rates. In the table, “Subject independent” means that we
obtained training and test data set from different participants. “Subject dependent”
means that we obtained the two kinds of data sets from the same participant. Leave
one out cross validation method was used for calculating the recall rates.
Table 1 Classification Accuracy Rates for Each State by Each Modality
Stroop Test
Subject independent
Subject dependent
Modality Relax Concen. Stress All Relax Concen. Stress All
EDA
76.7% 22.8%
BVP
42.2% 52.8%
HR
36.7% 26.7%
Floor
25.0% 35.6%
Backrest 62.8% 31.1%
Seat
38.9% 32.8%
Eye
66.1% 53.3%
Phys.
57.2% 40.0%
Pres.
45.6% 58.3%
All
70.0% 18.9%

28.9% 42.8% 100.0% 97.2%
36.7% 43.9% 77.2% 98.3%
50.6% 38.0% 88.9% 83.9%
46.1% 35.6% 82.8% 74.4%
29.4% 41.1% 100.0% 87.2%
53.9% 41.9% 100.0% 99.4%
21.1% 46.9% 95.0% 65.6%
29.4% 42.2% 98.3% 98.9%
46.1% 50.0% 99.4% 89.4%
60.6% 53.3% 100.0% 92.2%

Information Task
Subject independent
Subject dependent
Relax Concen. Stress All Relax Concen. Stress All

95.6% 97.6% 64.4% 10.6%
62.8% 79.4% 47.8% 20.0%
57.8% 76.9% 12.8% 38.3%
78.9% 78.7% 46.1% 52.8%
82.2% 89.8% 62.8% 30.6%
93.9% 97.8% 42.2% 27.2%
63.9% 74.8% 46.1% 48.3%
93.9% 96.9% 58.3% 32.8%
85.6% 90.2% 73.9% 55.0%
93.9% 94.3% 80.6% 55.0%

47.8% 40.9% 100.0% 97.7%
49.4% 39.1% 90.3% 95.4%
50.0% 33.7% 92.6% 63.9%
30.6% 43.1% 83.8% 84.7%
31.1% 41.5% 94.4% 78.7%
52.8% 40.7% 96.8% 87.5%
40.6% 45.0% 87.0% 59.3%
34.4% 41.9% 98.6% 95.8%
49.4% 57.8% 86.6% 81.9%
32.2% 53.7% 96.3% 88.0%

100.0% 99.1%
94.0% 93.0%
72.7% 75.7%
87.0% 84.1%
73.6% 82.8%
91.2% 92.4%
61.6% 70.6%
98.2% 97.0%
81.5% 91.9%
87.5% 91.7%

Each column represents the two stressors, subject independent/dependent, and the
three stress states. The Relax, Concen., and Stress in the table represent the relaxed,
concentrated, and stressed states, respectively, and All means all the states, which is
the average of the three states. Each row represents the modality. Floor, Backrest, and
Seat means the pressures distribution sensor signals from each place. Eye means the
signals from the eye tracker sensor. Phys. means the combined physiological signals,
and Pres., the combined pressure distribution sensor signals. All means the signals
from all the modality combined sensors.
The shadowed cells are for comparison between the combined pressure
distribution signal, the combined physiological signal and eye movement signal. For
the subject independent cases, the combined pressure sensor showed higher
classification accuracy rates than the other two modalities, although this cannot be
said for the subject dependent cases.
For further discussion, we also show the confusion matrix for Eye, Phys., and Pres.
The shadowed cells are for comparison. The precision rates show the same tendency:
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for the subject independent cases, the combined pressure sensor showed higher
classification accuracy rates than the other two modalities.
Table 2 Confusion Matrices for the three modalities
Stroop Test
Information Task
Subject Independent
Subject Independent
Subject Independent
Subject Independent
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Eye
Recall Rate
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax 119
39
22 66.1%
1
8 95.0%
52
45 46.1%
9
3 93.3%
171
83
168
True
Concen. 45
58 65.6% 74.8% 37
39 53.3% 46.9% 4
56 48.3% 45.0% 14
72 52.2% 70.6%
118
96
87
94
States
Stress 65
77
7
58
45
62
5
56
38 21.1%
115 63.9%
73 40.6%
119 66.1%
94.0% 66.7% 63.5%
50.3% 43.3% 42.0%
89.8% 59.1% 61.3%
Precision 52.0% 45.3% 38.4%
Rate
45.2%
74.7%
45.2%
70.1%
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Phys.
Recall Rate
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax 103
42
35 57.2%
0
3 98.3%
42
33 58.3%
3
0 98.3%
177
105
177
True
Concen. 67
1 98.9% 97.0% 76
6 95.0% 97.0%
41 40.0% 42.2% 1
45 32.8% 41.9% 3
178
171
72
59
States
Stress 64
63
3
8
69
49
0
4
53 29.4%
169 93.9%
62 34.4%
176 97.8%
97.8% 95.7% 97.7%
42.0% 39.3% 44.3%
98.3% 96.1% 96.7%
Precision 44.0% 40.7% 41.1%
Rate
41.9%
97.1%
41.9%
97.0%
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Predicted States
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Recall Rate
Pres.
Recall Rate
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax Concen. Stress
Relax 82
43
55 45.6%
0
1
99.4%
38
9
73.9%
10
5
91.7%
179
133
165
True
Concen. 21
54 58.3% 50.0% 2
17 89.4% 91.5% 43
29 80.6% 84.1%
38 55.0% 59.4% 6
161
145
105
99
States
Stress 26
71
6
20
16
75
2
34
83 46.1%
154 85.6%
89 49.4%
144 80.0%
95.7% 89.0% 89.5%
69.3% 46.7% 65.4%
95.4% 76.7% 80.9%
Precision 63.6% 47.9% 43.2%
Rate
51.6%
91.4%
60.5%
84.3%

Table 3 Classification Accuracy Rates for Each State by Each Modality

Classifiers
kNN
pLDA
Linear SVM
RBF SVM
Fuzzy Logic
Feature Level Fusion
Decision
Level
Fusion

Stroop
Subject
Subject
Independent Dependent
45.74%
48.89%
46.48%
45.56%
45.93%
53.33%

81.67%
85.74%
84.07%
84.26%
80.00%
94.26%

Inf. Task
Subject
Subject
Independent Dependent
49.81%
51.48%
49.81%
49.26%
54.26%
53.70%

90.93%
92.96%
93.15%
93.52%
87.59%
91.67%

Decision Level Classification. With the decision level fusion method using decision
level features shown equation (1), we classified the three stress states using several
classifiers for the four cases. The results are summarized in Table 3. Again, recall
rates are shown in the table as accuracy rates. The feature level fusion results, using
pLDA as the classifier, are also itemized in the table as reference.
For the information task states, our decision level fusion method worked well,
showing higher rates than those of the feature level fusion. However, for the Stroop
test states, our method could not obtain higher rates compared with the feature level
fusion.
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7 Discussions and Conclusion
Multi-modality is an effective method to recognize stress or emotion. In the state of
the art of stress recognition, many modalities are used. However, the accuracy rates of
each modality for each stress state have not yet been systematically tested and
compared with each other, though this is important because it will provide the
information for selecting and combining modalities to predict each state.
Therefore, the accuracy rates listed in Table 1, providing insights on the
contribution of each single modality to stress state recognition, are important. Among
them, one of the most remarkable results is that the pressure combined signal had
higher prediction accuracy than the physiological combined signals or eye tracker
signals in the subject independent case, for the two stressors (Stroop and Information
Task) on average (All state). On the one hand, this is surprising because these two
modalities (physiological signals and eye movement signals) are considered as
involuntary modality and directly reflect neural activities which include emotion and
stress. On the other hand, postures can be controlled voluntary. We will conduct
further research to confirm the tendency shown in this research, and find the reason to
underline the importance of using pressure distribution sensors. The confirmation of
this result will make a new step towards the possibility of the usefulness of body
placement for stress recognition in daily work, especially for unobtrusive, user
independent systems.
The accuracy rates listed in Table 1 can be used not only for the selection or
combination of modalities, but also for the fusion of the ‘decision’ of modalities to
predict stress states. We demonstrated a decision level fusion; however, the result was
not desirable. We will develop more advanced decision level fusion methods to take
advantage of this information, especially for the subject independent case.
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